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IVSS: Instant Video Surveillance System 

miSSion areaS

   ISR Operations
   Special Operations Missions
   Intrusion Detection
   Force Protection
   Border Surveillance
   Counter Drug Missions
   Homeland Security

Features

   Turnkey system provides fast 
deployment at field

   Enhanced range and coverage 
ensures efficient use in dense 
urban areas

   Advanced display for use in 
bright day light conditions.

   User touch screen control 
interface

   Secure encrypted IP streaming 
   Triple axis joystick for precise 

control of PTZ camera
   Profiling for different types of 

delployment conditions
   Simultaneous Video Stream 

display and recording
   Suitable for long duration 

operations

TacTicaL SurVeiLLance For muLTipLe cameraS

The IVSS is a portable transceiver unit for team-based tactical surveillance operations. Often 
used by emergency teams for situation awareness, it simultaneously decodes and displays four 
separate digital video channels, allowing its operator to observe activities in eight different 
locations or four views of a single location. 

In addition to eight (8) high definition cameras, it also has the facility to connect eight (8) remote 
sensor interfacing units.

Typical applications include tactical surveillance teams, insurgency operations, and rescue 
mission teams. The IVSS is intended for wireless video and audio data transmission from any 
unmanned vehicle, robot or any other moving object to the mobile control station. For dense 
urban and indoor environments, it acts as a force multiplier.

The IVSS is loaded with video management software for displaying, recording and 
analyzing live feeds and Adino’s sensor management platform for monitoring and analyzing 
other critical mission-related information.  Information can also be relayed through this unit to a 
Command Center and other field units.  

Equipped with dual diversity antennae inputs, the IVSS ensures excellent video reception quality, 
while narrow bandwidth modulation offers unprecedented spectrum efficiency, increasing the 
system’s sensitivity and range. 

Touch-based display, joysticks and integrated video, audio and sensor data collection provides an 
interactive COP (Common Operation Picture).

IVSS is an innovative radio network for video, audio and telemetry communication. 
The system can combine up to 16 mobile sensor terminals into one network. The mobile 
control station allows for the receiving of telemetry data, 8 video feeds and up to 8 sensor 
units simultaneously from any terminals in the network. 

The reverse channel is used to send commands from the control station to external devices 
connected to the mobile terminal, e.g., unmanned vehicles or PTZ cameras. The reverse 
channel is also used to send audio communication from the control station to any of the 16 
terminals in the network. Mobile terminals are compact in size, are IP-based and have built-in 
recorders for video and audio data collection. 

Portable Transceiver Unit for Team-Based 
Tactical Surveillance Operations




